BLADE DEMON
Blade demons are vicious, insectoid-like demons
whose six limbs all end in razor sharp blades. Blade
demons scuttle around on these scythe-like limbs, but
when it comes time to fight, they are surprisingly
good at balancing on their two back 'legs', allowing
them to attack with four of their bladed 'arms' all at
once.
Bladelust. There is an old dwarven expression: "If
yer only tool be a hammer, then ye'll be treatin'
everythin' like a nail." Well, a blade demon's only
tools are its bladed limbs, and so it treats everything as
something to be sliced. People, animals, trees, and
even other demons – the blade demon interacts with
everyone and everything in the same way: trying to
slash it to bits.
Swaths of Destruction. Blade demons scuttle about
like insects on their six scythe-like limbs. This
movement leaves a trail of slashes and cuts wherever
the blade demon goes; their blades are strong and
sharp enough even to leave cut marks in stone. This
makes blade demons very easy to track – Wisdom
(Survival) checks made to track a blade demon have
advantage. However, one would have to be mad or
very, very desperate to want to track down a blade
demon.

BLADE DEMON
Medium fiend, chaotic evil
Armor Class 15 (natural armor)
Hit Points 44 (6d8 + 8)
Speed 40 ft.
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10 (+0)
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14 (+2)

11 (+0)

12 (+1)

10 (+0)
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Saving Throws Dex +5
Skills Acrobatics +5
Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning; bludgeoning,
piercing, and slashing damage from non-magical
weapons
Damage Immunities poison
Condition Immunities poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 11
Languages Abyssal, Common
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Magic Resistance. The blade demon has advantage on
saving throws against spells and other magical effects.
ACTIONS
Multiattack. The demon makes four attacks with its
bladed arms.
Bladed Arm. Melee Weapon Attack. +5 to hit, reach 5
ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d6 + 3) slashing damage.

VARIANT: DEMON SUMMONING
If you are using the Demon Summoning variant from
p.54 of the Monster Manual, you can give the blade
demon the Summon Demon (1/Day) action option.
A blade demon has a 30 percent chance of
summoning one blade demon.
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